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Feedback to Tasman District Council's consultation process on
draft Tasman BioStrategy 

8 November 2021

A draft Tasman BioStrategy - Te Mana o te Taiao ki te Tai o Aorere has been released by a Working Group 
appointed by the Tasman District Council and iwi representatives. The Working Group is now seeking 
comment on the draft built through public discussion and submissions last year. In response to this request, 
members of the Waimea Inlet Forum working group have discussed the document and have provided the 
following comments.

 
We are generally in support of the draft strategy.  

However, we do have concerns about some parts of it, as follows: 

1 The draft strategy has mainly high level targets, but there are also several detailed targets, which 
make it impossible to work out what has been missed out.  For instance, on page 36 there is a 
general target that By 2050 riparian margins have been restored with native vegetation creating 
ecosystem corridors followed by a detailed target that By 2050 native mistletoes again bloom across
the landscape.  If mistletoe is singled out for special protection, what about the many other 
threatened plants and animals, should they each have a target? 

2 The draft strategy talks about ‘prioritising/priority’ but includes no mechanism as to how this might 
be done or by which organisations/agencies.  There is a real risk that a lot of human and financial 
resources could be (largely) wasted on poorly conceived projects.  For instance, two of the core 
high level targets at the bottom of page 6 are that by 2050 “All native species populations can 
flourish” and “Lost species are being reintroduced and sustained and communities care for them”.  
There is nothing to say which of these two should be given priority.  For instance, is the protection 
of the critically declining population of rock wren more or less urgent than the re-introduction of 
the no-longer-here crested grebe?
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3 Part of the previous point is that the District’s volunteer energy needs to be better channelled to 
optimise biodiversity gains than it is at present.  Problems can and do arise when projects go 
seeking (sometimes very substantial) sums of money for implementation.  There may be 'seed' 
funding from e.g. a philanthropic source for a local (pet) project but often there is then an 
expectation that this will be further supported by local/national government funds even for 
projects which may have (some) value but perhaps should not be funded at the expense of the loss 
of funds that otherwise might be spent on higher priority projects. 

4 The draft strategy is a rather unclear mix of actions for 'the community', that apparently includes 
private land owners, Tasman District Council and the Department of Conservation (DOC).  Inclusion 
of parts of the DOC conservation estate (e.g. Farewell Spit), but not others is puzzling and 
confusing, and again highlights the need for a robust and transparent process for prioritisation. 

5 Will the draft strategy be accompanied by a more detailed repository to enable co-ordination and 
prioritisation of the issues and actions that are required to achieve its high level targets, such as a 
website with links to other biodiversity and biosecurity organisations and projects for which more 
detailed background research, policies and priorities, and on-the-ground work, are needed or 
already under way?  For instance, every restoration project should have a plan, and depending on 
the site these will differ.  While it may be too much detail for the high level document, and the 
Council cannot possibly lay out a definitive plan of all of the projects, they do all need to be 
planned, co-ordinated and prioritised. 

6 A target of the draft strategy (on page 17 - Targets for Nature) is that “By 2030 Tasman estuaries 
…..have at least 50% natural vegetation in a 200 metre buffer around the estuary”.  Is the 200 
metres a typo for 20 metres?  A 200 metre buffer seems over-optimistic, as it would intrude 
significantly into private coastal land.  Where the shore is already protected by esplanade reserves 
and esplanade strips, they are only 20 metres wide. 

7 This same target (on page 17 - Targets for Nature) also calls for Tasman estuaries to be “free of 
excessive fine sediment” by 2030. Most of the excessive fine sediment in Waimea Inlet is legacy 
sediment from unsustainable rural land use practices which occurred between the 1840s and the 
1960s.  It is hard to see how that could be removed within nine years.

8 The target (on page 17 - Targets for agencies) that “by 2030 land areas that are important to 
biodiversity have been identified for protection” needs to be amended to change the target date for 
the identification to 2022, and a target date needs to be added for when the protection is to be 
achieved by. These actions are required urgently, as it will be impossible to protect these areas for 
the long term if they are destroyed or modified in the short term.

9 The protection must be extended to also cover areas of newer restoration plantings on private and 
Council land, to ensure that they are not removed before they have grown to achieve their full 
restoration potential.

10 A target needs to be added (to pages 16-17 - Targets for agencies) that  “By 2022 the places most 
suitable for future migration of estuarine salt marsh and shoreline wildlife habitat buffer zones have
been identified and ring-fenced from other short term actions which would compromise subsequent 
salt marsh and habitat restoration”.   This action is also required urgently, as it will be very hard to 
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achieve future restoration in these areas if they are modified in the short term by, for instance, 
filling to raise ground level.

11 The impact of domestic dogs on wildlife is of on-going concern.  The draft strategy should have a 
clearly stated high level policy about how this impact is be limited in future.  The high level policy 
should refer to the legal requirement in Section 3 of the Wildlife Act 1953 to absolutely protect 
‘protected wildlife’ and explain that this includes protection from disturbance by domestic dogs.  A 
target should also be added to review and revise the Dog Control bylaw to make it more effective in
excluding dogs from all public areas with high wildlife values.  It may also be necessary to prevent 
the use of areas with high wildlife values by people for casual recreation, since people often take 
their dogs with them and enforcement of bylaws can be fraught.  

12 The draft strategy includes at Appendix 2 the ‘Proposed Charter for Governance’, which is described
as ‘a starting point for discussion as the Tasman BioStrategy is formed’. We are unaware of what 
community discussion there has been regarding this part of the document.  Governance does not 
seem to have been discussed during the initial consultation stage (at least it is not included in the 
‘Tasman BioStrategy submission analysis’, November 2020). There was an update on the 
BioStrategy at the June 2021 Tasman Biodiversity Forum, but Guinny Coleman of TDC advises that 
the matter of Governance and the possible future structure of the Tasman Biodiversity Forum were 
not discussed – thus it appears that the current Draft BioStrategy is the first time that these 
proposals have been presented.  It is concerning that this part of the document may be overlooked,
coming, as it does, at the very end of the document after the Glossary and Appendix 1 ‘How this 
BioStrategy was formed’.  A Governance structure is required for future implementation and 
development of the BioStrategy, and this requires widespread community involvement and 
discussion before any structure can claim legitimacy – in particular in view of the significant 
changes proposed regarding the Tasman Biodiversity Forum which would change the nature of this 
entity beyond recognition.  No matter what, if any, feedback is given during the current consultation
exercise regarding the proposals in Appendix 2 we believe that this requires further public 
discussion.

Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback.   

for the Waimea Inlet Forum working group

E-mail: waimea.inlet@gmail.com 

Contact person: 

David Sissons, 23 Cropp Place, Richmond, Nelson 7020
Phone: (03) 544 1573      Mobile: 027 216 1100    E-mail: sissonsihug@outlook.com
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